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ABSTRACT 
The concept of "visual hull" of a set S in a linear topological space L (previously 
introduced by Meisters and Ulam) is discussed. The visual hull of a set S is the largest 
set containing S having the same projections as S on given subspaces of L. A "patholog- 
ical" example is constructed showing that the visual hull of S less S itself is not neces- 
sarily topologically connected to S. Transfinite induction is used in the construction. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of a "visual hull of a set" in a Hilbert space H has been 
introduced by Meisters and Ulam [5]. For S C H, the visual hull ~(S)  
is the "largest" set containing S having the same projections as S with 
respect to a preselected family ~ of projections of H. One might conjecture 
from simple examples that ~(S)  must be connected to S. 
The purpose of this note is to construct a "pathological" example where 
this is false (Theorem 3). In a simple case this example reduces to the 
following. Take H to be the Euclidean plane and the projections Jg  to 
be projections on all lines in all directions. For any set W interior to the 
unit circle of power less than that of the continuum there exists a set V 
on the circumference of the unit circle such that 
~(v)  = vw w. 
In particular, there exists a set V on the circumference of a circle such 
that its visual hull is equal to V plus the center of the circle. Transfinite 
induction is used to construct V. 
The definition of ~(S)  is generalized slightly to permit construction 
of the example in a real linear locally convex space. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The concept of the visual hull of a subset S of a linear topological space L
is discussed in this section. Two definitions are given for a visual hull: 
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the first is in terms of projections of S; the second is in terms of affine 
subspaces which do not intersect S. The relations between the different 
definitions are then discussed by two theorems. A few simple properties 
of such visual hulls are then stated. Other results imilar to those obtained 
by Meisters and Ulam no doubt hold for these generalizations. Two 
lemmas needed for the construction of the "pathological" example are 
then given. For a definition of linear topological space, see Dunford and 
Schwartz [2, pp. 36, 49, 50]. 
A projection P in a linear topological space L is a linear continuous 
idempotent mapping of L into L [2, pp. 480-2]). Each P decomposes L 
into complementary subspaces L1 and L2 such that L = L 1 + L2 
(algebraic sum) and L1 n L2 = null vector of L where L1 ---- P(L )  and 
Lz = (1 - -  P)(L).  Conversely, to any complementary decomposition of L, 
L = Lx + L~, L1 n L~ = null vector, there corresponds a projection P. 
For an arbitrary subspace Lx there may not be a corresponding com- 
plementary decomposition of L. Every L~ of a complementary decom- 
position is dosed. If L is a Banach space and L~ is finite-dimensional, there 
exists such a decomposition [3, p. 49]. If L is a Hilbert space, there exists 
such a complementary decomposition for every subspace. 
DEFINITION 1. Let ~ be a family of projections in L. Two subsets A 
and B of L are ~-equivalent, written A -~@ B, ifP(A) ---- P(B)  for all P e ~. 
Define ~(s )  to be the set union of all subsets B of L satisfying B ,~ S. 
DEFINITION 2. Let ~ '*  be a family of subspaces of L. The visual hull 
~*(S)  of a set S C L is defined to be 
{x lx~L ,  3 m* e~'*  ~ (m* + x) nS  = 9}c 
where { }c denotes complement and 9 is the empty set. 
THEOREM 1, Let  ~ be given. Le t Jg*  = (m* I m* ---- ( I - -  P)(L), P~}.  
Then fo r  every S C L:  ~*(S)  = ~(S) .  
PROOF: Suppose x e ~*(S) .  Then for every m* ~ Jg*, (x + m*) n S 
is nonempty. Choose s ~ (x + m*) n S. Choose P such that 
m* = (1 - -  P)(L).  Then P(s) = P(x).  Hence x ~ ~(S) .  
Now suppose x ~ ~(S) .  To each P e ~,  there exists a dosed com- 
plementary space m* ----- ( I  - -  P)(L) .  x e ~(S)  implies that for every P e 
there exists s e S such that P(x)  = P(s).  Now ( I  - -  P)(s  - -  x) = s - -  x. 
Hence s - -x~m*.  Therefore sex+m*.  Hence (x+m*)nS  is 
non-empty for every m* e J / *  and x ~ ~*(S) .  
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THEOREM 2. Let r be given and suppose for each m* E all* there 
exists a projection P such that m* = (I -- P)(L). Put ~ = {PI m* = 
(I -- P)(L), m* e J[*}. Then for each S C L: ~*(S)  = ~(S) .  
The proof is almost he same as that of Theorem 1. 
If L is a real Hilbert space and if we put ~r = {m*" I m* e ~/*}, then 
~*(S)  defined by definition 2 is equivalent to the definition in Meisters 
and Ulam [5]. 








A C ~*(A) .  
A C B implies ~*(A)  C ~*(B) .  
~*(A) u ~*(B) C @*(A w B). 
~*(A  n B) C ~*(A)  ~ ~*(B) .  
@*(#*(A)) = #*r 
I f  J/l* C ~/*, then ~*(A)  C ~*(a) .  
I f  S is connected and Jr* is the family of all hyperplanes 
(maximal proper subspaces) of L, then ~(S)  is convex. 
3. Two LEMMAS 
A set S C L is convex if a, b ~ S implies the segment 
ab = {ta + (1- -  t) b [O <t < 1}CS. 
The interior 1(S) of a set S is the set of all points in S each of which has a 
neighborhood (with respect o L) contained in S. The boundary B(S) of 
a set S is the set of all points in L such that each neighborhood of each 
point in B(S) has points in S and points in L --, S = {x [ x ~ L, x ~ S}. 
S C L is strictly convex if S is convex and abr  B(S) for any a =26 b. If 
S C L is convex and if a ~ B(S), then an  antipodal point to a relative to 
a*  c e I(S), called ( )~, is a point in B(S) such that c e a(a)*. FlY denotes the 
power (cardinality) of the point set W. 
The following two lemmas, certainly well known, do not seem to be 
given in a convenient source. The plane case of Lemma 8 is given in 
Yaglom and Boltyanskii [7, p, 114]. 
LI~MMA 8. Suppose L is a real linear topological space and S C L is 
convex. For any line l, if  l n I(S) :2/= qo then l n B(S) <. 2. 
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PROOF. Suppose x e l n I(S), Xo e l c~ B(S), s: ~ XoX, limi_,oo x~ = ~, and 
that N C S is a neighborhood of x. For sufficiently large i one has 
x* = x + 1- -~(x~ -- ~) ~ NCS 
where t(O < t < 1) is such that tXo +(1- - t )x  = s Then x~Sxox*; 
hence x~ ~ S and therefore ~ ~ I(S). Thus for each a =/= x: 
{ta +(1- - t )  x l  t >0)  nB(S)~ 1. 
The conclusion of the lemma follows. 
This lemma implies the uniqueness of the symbol (a)~* used in the 
proof of Theorem 3. 
LEMMA 9. Let L be a real linear locally convex space of dimension 
greater than 1. l f  S C L is convex, ~ > 1, ~(S) > O, then ~(S) is not finite. 
PROOF: Let x e B(S) and N~ be a convex neighborhood of x. Suppose 
N~ n S C B(S). There must exist ~ E N~ n S ~ x for otherwise ~ = 1. 
since S is convex. Then ~ C N~ n S C B(S) and/~(S) is not finite. Now 
suppose ~ ~ I(S) c~ N. By use of Lemma 8, for sufficiently small ~ > 0, 
Xo = (1 + ~) x -- E~ ~ N~ ~ ~qc(~  closure of S). 
Xo has a convex neighborhood N~ o C ~c. N~o has dimension greater than 1. 
Choose a ~ N~ o so that a is linearly independent of Xo - -  e. Then 
{Ax o+(1-A)a lO  <A<I}CN~ o 
and 
( t~+(1  - - t ) [Ax0q- (1 - -A)a ]10<t  < 1,0 <A< 1}c~B(S) 
is not finite. 
4. EXISTENCE OF A "PATHOLOGICAL" SET 
For the remainder of the paper a visual hull is taken to be defined by 
Definition 2 above with J/r fixed as the family of all one-dimensional 
subspaces of L (called lines). The * in the notation for the corresponding 
visual hull will be suppressed. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose L is a real linear locally convex space of dimension 
I 
> 1 and S C L is strictly convex. I f  W C I(S) and W < B(S) = 1(S), then 
there exists V C B(S) such that its visual hull ~(V)  = V u W. 
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PROOF: Well-order the points ofI(S) ~-~ W: al ,  a2 ..... a~ ..... so that for 
any initial segment ] a~ ] one has [ ~ ] < I (S) ~ W. Call its order type/,. 
Let ~: be an ordinal </z. Put B ~ B(S).  Suppose that for each ordinal 
~' < ~: a set V~, exists with the following four properties: 
(1) V~,CV~CB if ~:"<~:', 
(2) B N v~, ~< 2~', 
(3) w c ~(v~,) ,  
(4) a~, r ~(v~,) .  
It follows from (2) that }7( = B since B must not be finite (Lemma 9). 
Put 12 e -- Ny<~ Vy. Ifa~ ~(12e) ,  put Ve = 12~. Otherwise put 
where (y)* is the unique (Lemma 8) antipodal point to y with respect to z. 
Then ~ < ff and hence/~T-  = ~. 
Let l(w, ar denote the line containing the points w and a~. Put 
*T  = B ,---, T~ U (Y)a* e "~ U l(w, ar n B. 
~/~T w~gy" 
~ ~ ~ d :~ Then *T < ~. Choose de  *T. Put V~ /2e d ( ) e. V~ satisfies 
properties (1)-(4) if ~: replaces ~:' in the statement of these properties. 
By the principle of transfinite induction the sets V~ exist for all ordinals 
</z  and have properties (1)-(4). 
It will be shown that V = oe< ~ Ve satisfies the conclusion of the 
theorem. The sets L ,~ I(S) ,'~ B(S), V, B(S)  ,~ V, I (S)  ,-.-, W, and W are 
considered separately. Suppose a e L -~ ~q. Then a convex neighbor- 
hood of a can be separated from S by a hyperplane H [6, p. 27]. I fp  e H, 
then for any l C H -k a -- p, l n S = q0; hence a ~ ~(V) .  Obviously 
vc  ~(v) .  
Suppose a e B(S) ,-~ V. Since S is strictly convex there exists 1 with 
a e I and l n V = ~. Hence a s ~(V) .  
Suppose a ~ I(S) ~ W. Let a be the index of a in the well-ordering 
o fgS)  ~ IV. By (4) and (1), a ---- aa ~ ~(Va)  D ~(V) .  Hence aa ~ ~(V) .  
Finally, since W C ~'(Ve) for ~ </z  by (3) we have, using (1) to obtain the 
second inclusion: 
) wcN~<vpc  v~ = 
~<~* s 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
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5. REMARKS 
a. Theorem 3 suggests the following problem: find simple non-trivial 
conditions on V under which ~(V)  is connected to V. 
b. Theorem 3 could be generalized to sets S having the property that 
for some finite k: if I n I(S) :;& q~ then l c~ B(S) <~ k. 
c. In an entirely different line we shall discuss a conjectured separation 
property of the visual hull. As has been implied above, in a linear locally 
convex space of dimension ~ 1, if S is convex, then ~(S)  C ~r Suppose 
$1 and $2 are bounded strictly separated plane convex sets with interiors. 
Juel [4] and Brunn [1] have both shown that $1 and $2 have exactly four 
common support lines. In an obvious way by use of these 4 lines one can 
construct he visual hull of $1 u S~ and note that ~(Sx u $2) has two 
components. Conjecture: in n-dimensional Euclidean space if Sx ..... Sn 
are convex, bounded, strictly separated bodies, then (U~=x Sr has n 
components. 
The above construction of ~<$1 u $2) gives the visual hull of a torus 
in Euclidean 3-space. 
d. Let ~ be a family of affine subspaces of a linear topologic space 
L. Put ~ = {L ~ h I h ~ ~}.  A set K C L is called ~-convex if K is the 
intersection of a subfamily of ~ .  If S C L, then ~*(S)  = 0~s  K where 
K is ~-convex and ~ '*  ~- ~r Thus the visual hull discussed above is an 
example of a generalized convex hull mentioned by Danzer, Griinbaum, 
and Klee [8, p. 156]. 
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